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CHASING FAE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
First-Time Author, Cady Hammer Releases YA Epic Fantasy Novel
Chasing Fae
A powerful tale of an introverted woman turned soldier who tackles political
conspiracies, demon realm escapades and family secrets

[Charlotte, NC – August 1st, 2020] New Degree Press announced
today that Chasing Fae, the YA epic fantasy novel from new author,
Cady Hammer will be released on August 3rd.
Chasing Fae follows Grace Richardson, a fiery mortal woman on her
quest to solve the mystery of her older brother Leo’s death.

Chasing Fae, release date August 3rd

Author, Cady Hammer
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“The world in Chasing Fae is quite unique and will appeal to fans of
epic fantasy,” said author Cady Hammer. “The heroine, Grace, is
really going to resonate with readers. She is a stubborn, driven
woman who will stop at nothing to avenge her brother’s death. But
she also has a fragile, emotional side. I hope Grace will be a very
relatable protagonist.”
The novel is set in three distinct realms. The Upper Realm includes
twelve Fae noble houses, each with their own cultures and magical
qualities. The Middle Realm is a dystopian mortal society from which
the protagonist hails. The Lower Realm is a forbidden space to both
mortals and Fae and a land of demons wrapped up in secrets.
Synopsis:
When Grace's older brother, Leo goes into service in the Fae’s world
as a mercenary, she expects him to return with the honor that he
deserves. But when Leo dies in an unspecified accident, not a word,
medal, or penny comes down from the Upper Realm. Suspecting
foul play, Grace disguises herself as a Fae and sneaks into the Upper
Realm to get some answers. The first day into her quest, a Fae soldier
catches Grace fleeing an angry bar and discovers her identity.
Grace is now forced to drag this soldier along as she tries to work out
exactly how and why her brother died. Along the way, she has to
confront her prejudices against the Fae and sort out the difference
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between the honest and the dishonest. Political conspiracies,
demon realm escapades, and family secrets will all lead Grace to
the answers she’s looking for… and some that she isn’t.
Cady Hammer realized early on she wanted to write. “I read Andrew
Clements, The School Story when I was ten. And I just knew – I
wanted to be an author,” said Hammer. “That year I wrote my first
book.”
“It was a novella sized-piece that will remain in my archives, but it
was pretty solid writing for a fifth-grader,” Hammer mused.
“I arrived for my first semester of college at William & Mary, and two
months later, I wrote the entire first draft of Chasing Fae. I wanted to
complete my first book in November for National Novel Writing
Month.”
The young author commented, “My hope is that, in Chasing Fae,
you will be captivated by the strong protagonist and the fantastic,
immersive universe.”
Chasing Fae is a sweeping epic YA fantasy novel and the first of a
planned trilogy. The work will appeal to fans of Sarah J. Maas,
Victoria Aveyard, Cassandra Clare and Kiera Cass.
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The novel serves up political intrigue with a side of budding
romance. Readers will root for the fierce introverted leader who
takes life into her own hands and will be captivated by her journey.
Chasing Fae will be released by New Degree Press on August 3rd
and will be distributed by Amazon, IngramSpark and Kobo. Copies
will be available online at Amazon, IngramSpark, and Kobo.
Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/Chasing-Fae-Cady-Hammerebook/dp/B08DR8LTMS/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qi
d=&sr=
Kobo: https://www.kobo.com/us/en/ebook/chasing-fae
Follow author Cady Hammer on her social media channels:
Twitter: https://twitter.com/cadyhammer
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/fluffaboutfantasy/?hl=en
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/fluffaboutfantasy/
For more information about Chasing Fae, or the link for an online
copy for review please contact:
Author: Cady Hammer cadyahammer@gmail.com
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